With the advent of high mobility encapsulated graphene devices, new electronic components ruled by Dirac fermions optics have been envisioned and realized. The main building blocks of electron-optics devices are gate-defined p-n junctions, which guide, transmit and refract graphene charge carriers, just like prisms and lenses in optics. The reflection and transmission are governed by the p-n junction smoothness, a parameter difficult to tune in conventional devices. Here we create p-n junctions in graphene, using the polarized tip of a scanning gate microscope, yielding Fabry-Pérot interference fringes in the device resistance. We control the p-n junctions smoothness using the tip-to-graphene distance, and show increased interference contrast using smoother potential barriers. Extensive tight-binding simulation reveal that smooth potential barriers induce a pronounced quasi-confinement of Dirac fermions below the tip, yielding enhanced interference contrast. On the opposite, sharp barriers are excellent Dirac fermions transmitters and lead to poorly contrasted interferences.
tip, acting as a local gate above a device's surface, and mapping out tip-induced device's conductance changes [33] . Initially developed to investigate transport in III-V semiconductor heterostructures [34] [35] [36] [37] , SGM brought spatially-resolved insights into transport phenomena occurring in graphene devices, through experiments, simulations and their combination [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Recently, we demonstrated the viability of SGM to study ballistic transport in clean encapsulated graphene devices, and reported optical-like behavior of Dirac fermions using the tip-induced potential as a Veselago lens [49] .
In the present paper, we show that the transmission probabilities of the p-n junctions can be controlled by tuning the SGM tip-to-sample distance. Analyzing our experimental findings in the light of tight-binding simulations, we show that the interferences contrast results from the Dirac fermions confinement efficiency, which is governed by the smoothness of the p-n interfaces.
The studied sample is based on graphene encapsulated between two 20 nm-thick hBN layers, in which a 250 nm-wide constriction is defined by etching [50] . The hBN/graphene/hBN stack lies on top of a highly doped Si substrate covered by a 300 nm SiO 2 insulating layer.
This device is thermally anchored to the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator, in front of a cryogenic scanning probe microscope [51] . The device conductance G, or resistance R, is measured in 4-contacts configuration, by driving a 1 nA current at a frequency of 77,7 Hz, and recording the voltage between two opposite contacts using standard lock-in technique (as sketched in Fig. 1a ). All the data presented here are recorded at a temperature of 100 mK, but global features were found almost independent of temperature up to 1 K, and even a temperature of 4 K did not noticeably change the observed behavior. Most of the data presented here were recorded during a single cooldown (except Fig.1e-f ), but this sample showed qualitatively similar behavior for 7 cooldowns.
The biased SGM tip locally changes the carrier density n, leading to a Lorentzian evolution of n, centered at the tip position. When placing the tip at the center of the constriction, a n-p-n or p-n-p configuration can be reached, depending on the tip voltage V tip and backgate voltage V bg . This is illustrated in Figure 1c showing resistance as a function of V bg and V tip for a tip-to graphene distance d tip = 70 nm, The n-p-n region, located at the lower left part of Fig. 1c , is decorated with a complex pattern of interleaved fringes, resulting from different types of interference phenomena. In the investigated geometry, one can indeed anticipate that, beside the tip-induced n-p-n or p-n-p junction, other confinements play a role and contribute to interferences in the map shown in Fig. 1c , such as the constriction defined by etching. Fortunately, increasing the tip-graphene distance to d tip = 200 nm yields a clearer picture, shown in Fig. 1d , with a much simpler fringe pattern (most of them essentially parallel to the n-p-n/n-n'-n limit). The visibility of the pattern is also enhanced by their stronger contrast, when compared to the pattern in Fig. 1c . In Figure 1b of the main focus of this paper.
It shall first be clarified that these oscillations correspond indeed to Fabry-Pérot interferences arising inside the tip-induced n-p-n region. Figures 1e and 1f (recorded during a different cooldown) illustrate the sensitivity of these interference fringes to a perpendicular magnetic field. Figure 1e presents the interference pattern recorded by placing the tip above the constriction center (d tip = 100 nm). The map in Fig. 1e displays the derivative of G versus V bg to highlight the interference fringes, that appear similar to the ones observed in Fig. 1c-d . Fig. 1f shows that they have completely disappeared at a perpendicular magnetic field of 800 mT. From their characteristic decay field, one can infer that these fringes can be associated with a characteristic length, corresponding to a few hundreds nanometer-long cavity, compatible with the cavity formed in the tip induced n-p-n region, as sketched in the inset of Fig. 1b (see supplementary data for additional data and a more detailed discussion).
In addition, an accurate determination of the tip-induced potential and an analytical calculation yielding the expected resonances positions in this potential profile agree well with the observed oscillations evolution, as detailed below. All these considerations provide strong evidence that the oscillations correspond to Fabry-Pérot oscillation in the tip-induced n-p-n region. In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss these interference fringes ( Fig. 1c -e) and show that their visibility depends on the smoothness of the p-n junction, controlled by
As a first step, one needs to precisely evaluate the tip-induced potential. This is done by scanning the tip along the blue dashed line Fig. 2c while varying V bg , at fixed V tip and tip-to-graphene distance d tip (i.e. the same procedure described in ref. [49] ). The resulting conductance map shown in Fig. 2a exhibits a resistance maximum that follows a Lorentzian shape, as the tip crosses the center of the constriction. This shape is directly related to the shape of the tip-induced potential, as it corresponds to the tip-induced change in the energy of the charge neutrality point at the location of the constriction, which governs the device resistance. Repeating this experiment for several values of d tip , and adapting V tip to keep a constant maximum density change below the tip ∆n max , we can fit the different density profiles under the tip influence, provided that the V bg -axis is properly scaled to a density using the backgate lever-arm parameter (see supplementary data).
Considering the tip as a point charge, the expected tip-induced density change would
, where x is the horizontal distance to the tip center, and Z tip is the effective tip-to-graphene distance, i.e. Z tip = d tip + a, a being the tip radius (a = 50 nm). We define R tip as the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of this density profile, that is in this expression given by the effective tip height Z tip . Note that this textbook model underestimates the long-range tail of the tip-induced density change (see supplementary data). Accurately modeling the tip-induced potential yields a complex electrostatic problem [52] [53] [54] , which is beyond the scope of the present paper. In turn, we model ∆n with the following phenomenological equation: ∆n(x) = ∆n max /( 1 + 3x 2 /Z 2 tip ), where we assume that the HWHM R tip is given by Z tip and is therefore known in the experiment, the only free parameter being ∆n max . Fig. 2b shows estimates of tip-induced density changes, for different couples of V tip and d tip leading to the same ∆n max (see supplementary data and movie for details). To study the influence of this potential extension on the Fabry-Pérot oscillations, we place the polarized tip on top of the constriction center (point C in Fig. 2c ), and record the resistance as a function of V bg , for different tip-to-graphene distance d tip . As d tip is increased, we decrease V tip (towards more negative values) to keep a constant value of ∆n max , and vary only the smoothness of the p-n junctions through R tip . The resulting resistance map is plotted in Fig. 2d and constitutes the main result of this study, together with its detailed theoretical analysis. Figures 2e and 2f show the device resistance as a function of V bg , for two extreme values of R tip in Fig. 2d . These two plots highlight two main features already visible in Fig. 2d , i.e.:
(i) The maximum value of the resistance increases with increasing R tip as well as the density for which this maximum is reached.
(ii) The contrast of the Fabry-Pérot interference evolves in a different way for the lower energy modes observed at low V bg (they decrease in amplitude) and the higher energy ones, whose amplitude increases with R tip .
In order to understand these observations, we analyze the problem with two different approaches. The first one is analytic: we use the potential landscape evaluated from Fig. 2a and 2b, and follow the approach proposed in Ref. [55] . We consider the tip potential as varying only along x-axis, and evaluate the position of the expected resonances from the simple equal phase condition:
where L p is the position of zero charge density along x-axis which depends on the bulk density n bulk , p is a positive integer, and k(x) is the position-dependent wave-vector evaluated from n(x) provided that k(x) = πn(x). Fig. 3a shows a typical tip-induced density change and the position of the first resonant modes. In Fig. 3b , we calculate the expected position of the 10 first resonant modes for a tip potential extension of 250 nm as a function of n bulk and ∆n max , and report them as dashed lines on top of the experimental data of Fig. 1d (where we have used the backgate and tip lever-arm parameters to convert the V tip and V bg axis into carrier densities). There is a good qualitative correspondence between the evolution of the different modes and the experimental fringes, reinforcing the interpretation of their origin as Fabry-Pérot resonances inside the tip-induced n-p-n region. Using n(x) measured for the different couples of d tip and V tip , displayed in Fig. 2b , we also plot in Fig. 3c the evolution of the first 15 modes in the (n bulk ,R tip ) plane, and find that they fall nicely on top of the experimental data of Fig. 2d , rescaling the vertical axis V bg to a density and the horizontal axes d tip and V tip to the tip potential extension R tip .
To go one step further in the understanding of the experimental fringes, we perform tightbinding simulations, using a home-made recursive Green functions code [56] . We study a simple graphene ribbon, to which we apply a potential of variable extension L pot along transport direction, (see inset of Fig. 3g) , with a smoothness governed by the exponent σ:
The ribbon width is fixed to 800 nm to avoid undesirable effects of transverse quantization (Fabry-Pérot resonances are insensitive to the ribbon width). We first consider a Lorentzian potential with σ = 2, and calculate the ribbon resistance as a function of bulk density n bulk (i.e. the charge carrier density in the p region) and potential extension L pot , while keeping a fixed value of ∆n max = 7, 5.10 11 cm −2 . The result is plotted in Fig. 3d . First of all, it should be noted that the first resistance maximum (cyan dotted line on Fig. 3d ) is not obtained for n bulk = −∆n max (green dotted line). This is clarified in Fig. 3e , where we plot the local density of states (LDOS) in the graphene ribbon integrated over the transverse direction, as a function of n bluk , aside with the resistance as a function of bulk density (Fig. 3g) , for a potential extension L pot = 75 nm. There is indeed a clear offset between the bulk density corresponding to the maximum of the tip-induced potential in Fig. 3e (indicated by a green dotted line) and the resistance maximum in Fig. 3g (indicated by a cyan dotted line). The resistance maximum is rather reached for a density n bulk yielding a minimum LDOS at the barrier center.
Figures 3f and 3h present the same analysis for a larger potential extension. In this case, the bulk densities corresponding to ∆n max (in green) and to the minimum LDOS (in cyan) are closer to each other, but still do not match. The respective evolution of these two densities with the potential extension can be followed Fig. 3d , as the spacing between the To better understand the influence of the tip potential extension, we perform additional tight-binding simulations and vary the potential steepness by changing the decay exponent σ in equation (2) . We first calculate the resistance of the ribbon as a function of bulk density and decay exponent, and plot the result in Fig. 4a . For three different decay exponents (σ = 2,6,20) we extract the resistance as a function of n bulk and plot the result in Fig. 4b .
These two figures evidence that the potential smoothness is a key ingredient, that governs the Fabry-Pérot interference contrast. Indeed, the relativistic nature of graphene charge carriers makes sharp potential barriers highly transparent due to Klein tunneling. As a consequence, the Fabry-Pérot resonances in the LDOS are rather large and overlap (see curve Fig. 4b) . In contrast, a smooth p-n junction (on the Fermi wavelength scale) is a poor Dirac fermions transmitter, so that two facing smooth p-n junctions can be used to confine Dirac fermions in a more efficient way. This can be seen Fig. 4d , where the LDOS in the case of a smooth n-p-n junction is plotted, and exhibits well defined resonant modes, giving rise to pronounced Fabry-Pérot oscillations in the resistance (blue curve Fig. 4b ).
The In conclusion, we defined a n-p-n junction in a high mobility graphene sample using the polarized tip of a scanning gate microscope. Oscillating patterns are observed in transport through the n-p-n junction that can be attributed to Fabry-Pérot interferences. By simultaneously varying the tip-to-graphene distance and tip voltage, one can control and characterize the p-n junctions smoothness. In turn, this allowed to show that smoother p-n junctions induce a larger contrast of the interference fringes. Using tight-binding simulations, we studied the influence of the p-n junctions smoothness on the LDOS resonances, resulting from the quasi-confinement of Dirac fermions within the tip-induced potential. These LDOS resonances amplitude can be explicitly linked to the visibility of the Fabry-Pérot oscillations.
In the quest towards ever reduced graphene devices size, gates are often placed as close as possible to the graphene plane. The present study recalls that the gate dielectric thickness governs the p-n junction smoothness, which strongly influences the visibility of interferences.
It then governs the efficiency of devices based on electron-optics concepts. This underlines that these distances have to be cleverly adjusted in the conception of relativistic electron optics devices. Figure S1 shows the evolution of the Fabry-Pérot interference pattern when appyling a perpendicular magnetic field, recorded during a different cooldown (compared to the data in the main text). The tip distance is set to 90 nm, which in that experiment corresponded to a typical extension R tip = 250 nm for a tip voltage of -11 V, as estimated following the procedure explained in Fig. 2a,b of the manuscript. Note that for a similar tip-to-graphene distance this potential extension was found to vary from a tip to another, which is expected from an electrostatic point of view since it depends on the tip apex radius, which can vary from one tip to another and for the same tip depending on its history. The Fabry-Pérot interference fringes recorded as a function of V tip and V bg therefore depend on the tip history, but was found consistent with the evaluated tip potential in most cooldowns.
At zero magnetic field ( Fig.S1a and S1e), the Fabry-Pérot interferences are clearly visible in the n-p-n configuration, and similar to the ones discussed in the manuscript. At B = 200 mT, the Fabry-Pérot interference fringes are still visible in the n-p-n configuration (Fig.S1b and S1f) . At a magnetic field of 400 mT ( Fig.S1c and S1g), the oscillations in the n-p-n configuration have almost shaded off, and new oscillations can be identified in the n-n'-n configuration. The oscillation parallel to the horizontal axis are insensitive to V tip and correspond to the bulk filling factor, which induces quantized conductance. The lines parallel to the n-n'-n correspond to the local Landau level below the tip, that differs from the bulk one, and also leads to a quantized conductance. For a typical density n = 5.10 15 m −2 , the cyclotron radius r c =h * √ πn/(e * B) equals ∼ 430 nm at B = 200 mT, and ∼ 215 nm at B = 400 mT. The extension of the p-region below the tip (Rtip = 250 nm) is therefore right in the range of the "cutoff" cyclotron radius, where Fabry-Pérot interferences vanish. This observation gives a strong indication that FP oscillations are forming below the tip. At a magnetic field of 800 mT ( Fig.S1d and S1h), the Fabry-Pérot interferences are not visible anymore, and the characteristic pattern of a n-n'-n constriction under magnetic field is clearly visible in the n-n'-n configuration and in the p-p'-p configuration, though shallower.
Modeling the tip-induced potential: electrostatic considerations
In an attempt to model the tip-induced potential decay with distance, we first consider the tip as a charged sphere of radius a = 50 nm, and potential V tip (as shown in Fig. S2a ). If the tip radius a can be neglected compared to the tip-to graphene distance d tip , the charged sphere can be modeled as a point charge of charge Q = 4π 0 V tip a. We neglect the contribution of dielectric layers (h-BN and SiO 2 ) since they influence only the potential maximum value V max , that will be treated as the only free parameter. Placing the point charge at abscissa x = 0, and at a vertical distance Z tip = d tip + a, the resulting potential at the graphene plane level can be expressed as:
Using V max as the only free parameter, we fit the tip-induced density changes ∆n(x) measured experimentally as described in Fig. 1c of the main text, and reproduced for different tip distances and voltages in the colorplots of Fig. S2(b-d) . (Note that the tip-induced density change ∆n(x) is linked to V(x) as ∆n(x) = ( V(x) πhv F ) 2 , due to the Dirac nature of charge carriers.) This simple model slightly underestimates the long tail of the tip-induced density change (for |x| > 0.5 µm).
To go one step further in the modeling, we take into account the backgate as an infinite plane at a distance d bg = 320 nm below the graphene plane, as sketched Fig. S2e . We then have to take into account the contribution of an image charge −Q at a distance Z tip + 2Z bg from the graphene plane. The total potential therefore writes:
We adapt V max to match the experimental data at x = 0 and plot the results Fig. S2(f-h) . The tail of the potential appears even more underestimated than with the simple charge model proposed in Eq.(1). This is expected since in this more accurate modeling the effect of the tip potential is screened by the backgate. Considering screening by the graphene charge carriers themselves would lead to a much more complicated problem, consisting in solving iteratively the Poisson equation in the Thomas-Fermi approximation, in a realistic environment including all dielectric layers permittivities. This is far beyond the scope of this work, and is not expected to give more accurate results, since at low bulk densities the Fermi wavelength overcomes the potential extent, rendering the Thomas-Fermi approximation (small Fermi wavelength) very inappropriate. However, intuition indicates that solving this considerably more complicated problem for a punctual charge would give an even worse result, since screening from the graphene charge carriers would lead to an even more rapidly decaying potential away from the tip center. The most questionable assumption in the above models resides in considering the tip as a point charge. In fact, in our experiment, the tip is a commercial HQ:CSC17/Pt tip from Mikromash, and we know that in the experimental conditions (i.e. after few weeks of experiment), the tip radius a is typically 50 nm. This cannot be neglected compared to d tip (as low as 70 nm for the closest distance).
A more accurate tip modeling would therefore consist in considering a sphere or even a cone, and solve iteratively the complete problem with a 3D Poisson solver, as is often necessary to accurately model the tip-induced potential in SGM experiments [Iordanescu et al., in preparation] .
In turn, we use here a third and more simple approach to evaluate the tip-induced potential through a phenomenological equation, and consider the tip-induced potential as leading to a density change:
We adapt ∆n max to match experimental data at x = 0 and keep the known experimental Z tip , which in this equation gives the half width at half maximum of the profile of the tip-induced density change, as in Eq.(1). The results are plotted in Fig. S2 (i-k), and match rather well the experimental measurements, given the fact that there is only one fitting parameter. This type of density evolution for Dirac fermions would correspond to a potential V ∝ (3x 2 + Z 2 tip ) − 1 4 . Though this has no theoretical ground, the lower decay exponent accounts for the long tail of the tip-induced potential observed experimentally, that we attribute to the tip geometry. We therefore kept this phenomenological potential in the first part of the manuscript to evaluate the expected Fabry-Pérot resonances positions, since this model is the one that describes the most accurately the experimental tip potential (though the point charge model qualitatively works too).
Determination of the lever-arm
The determination of the lever-arm was done during another cooldown of the same sample, following the procedure described in this section. In order to convert the back gate voltage V bg into a charge carrier density n 2D , we need to evaluate the lever arm defined by C = n/∆V where ∆V = V bg − V CNP with V CNP = −1 V in our sample. This can be achieved by two different methods:
• From a simple capacitor model with d h−BN = 30 nm and d SiO 2 = 300 nm, the lever-arm is C = 6.1 − 6.7 × 10 14 m −2 V −1 , depending on h-BN dielectric constant ( h-BN = 2 − 4).
• From Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations, the Landau levels positions in the (V g , B) plane are given by the expression
where ν is the filling factor. By fitting the Landau levels positions in the conductance map in the (V g , B) plane (Fig. S3b) , measured in the bulk of the sample (see Fig. S3a for the measurement configuration), we obtain C = 7.4 ± 0.2 × 10 14 m −2 V −1 .
Mobilities
Charge carriers mobilities are extracted from linear fits to the G vs n curve in the vicinity of the charge neutrality point (i.e. the Dirac cone). Note that we measure G in the two-contacts configuration depicted in Fig. S3a , taking into account a total series resistance of 2 kΩ corresponding to the electrical filters on the measurement setup. This yields lower bounds for the mobilities : µ e ∼ 40 000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 for electrons and µ h ∼ 28 000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 for holes.
